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When it comes to Master Hyakujo, he was the one in Zen history who said to have made

the monastic rules and so he is highly respected and a very famous patriarch of Zen, a very

famous teacher.  Before the time of Master Hyakujo, of course people practiced Zen but they

didn’t have Zen temples.   There wasn’t a particular way of practice called the practice of a Zen

temple.  It wasn’t as if people didn’t practice Zen but people who did Zen practice up until then

did it at other places of practice called “Ritsuin 律院” where the main thing that was going on

was the practice of the sila and the law.  But Master Hyakujo felt that just practicing in that way

they couldn’t really get serious about it so he made these special rules for Zen practice, for a Zen

temple.  And among those was the making of a special place to do zazen called a “zendo” and a

making of a special  place for Dharma talks called a Dharma Hall,  “Hatto”.   It was through

Master Hyakujo’s making of these rules that a real Zen temple was born.  And at these Zen

temples, at Master Hyakujo’s Zen temple, there was a Dharma Hall.  In other words, a place to

listen to the Dharma.  For this was the beginning of public Dharma speaking and over these past

three days I have been talking about what kind of a place that Dharma Hall is.  Of course to

explain what a Dharma Hall is you have to explain what the Dharma activity itself is and I have

used up three entire days speaking about the Dharma activity but I haven’t nearly gotten to the

end of it yet.  

And so today I would ask your permission to speak just a little bit more about the Dharma

activity, the so-called in Sanskrit, “Dharma-ta” or Dharma nature.  I would like to speak just a

little bit more about how Shakyamuni Buddha taught this fundamental function.  The teaching of

Tathagata Zen asks you to understand the Dharma activity to be the activity that forms this Great

Cosmos.  This Great Cosmos itself,  there isn’t one existent being that doesn’t have the same

home which is this Great Cosmos.  And further we say that all existent beings have the same

Dharma activity as their content.  Every single thing when it is born has its place of residence.  In

fact, to be born means to obtain your home.  
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The way of  teaching  in  Buddhism is  to  say  that  every  single  existent  being  has  the

Dharma activity as its content when it is born but not even one existent being has been born with

the total Dharma activity as its content.  Everything is born at first with just a part of the Dharma

activity, a limited version of the Dharma activity.  This is where you have to very carefully learn

what the difference is between having the total activity of Dharma as your content and having

only part of the Dharma activity as your content.  These two conditions are different. 

Buddhism also  teaches  about  the  Dharma  activity  in  another  way  and  says  that  the

Dharma activity is made of two essential opposing activities that we call tatha-gata and tatha-

agata or more simply just plus and minus.  And I have been telling you up until now exactly what

activity these two essential  opposing activities do at the times that they bring into being the

perfect universe, the complete self.  And at the same time over these three days I have been

telling  you what  exactly  these  two  fundamental  opposing  functions  do  when  they  birth  the

imperfect  self.   So  I  have  just  been  talking  about  these  things,  the  complete  self  and  the

incomplete self.  Or we can equally well say the perfect home and the imperfect home.  But even

to understand this seems extremely difficult.   But even though we don’t know this principle;

even though this principle seems very difficult to understand and we can’t really realize it, we

still are every single day manifesting putting into practice our "I am selves". 

It is in fact just the way the Buddha says it was.  He said every single thing from a stone

to a plant through every single kind of existence all the way up to a human being is already

manifesting  the  perfect  self  although  no  one  is  aware  of  it.   Buddha  taught  that  although

everything without a doubt is manifest first as the imperfect self, just as inevitably, every single

thing will manifest the perfect self.  And so I think it is fair to say this was a startling, amazing

teaching.  

The Dharma activity according to Buddhism is comprised of plus and minus but it isn’t

quite so simple.  Buddhism further teaches that there are some times when the plus activity is

leading and there are other times when the minus activity is leading.  And that’s why to study the

Dharma activity becomes difficult.  To say it more concretely, there are times when the man
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leads and the woman must follow the man and likewise there also times when the woman leads

and the man must follow the woman.  And so if your goal is to really investigate the Dharma

activity you have to investigate both of these sides and that is why it becomes intricate, complex,

and difficult.  If you simply say men and woman are equal to each other and then fixate that

concept of equality then I guess there is nothing hard about it.  But the position of Buddhism is to

say that yes they are equal but men are men and women are women and they are different from

each other.  

Therefore according to Buddhism there’s no way around it.  We have to find some way to

study this fundamental principle that there is both equality and differences.  Buddhism teaches

that when plus and minus totally unify with each other, as everybody knows, that’s zero.  That’s

the state of perfection.  That is the complete condition that nobody can see and has no need to

reject anything.  In that complete zero, the plus activity has vanished and the minus activity also

has completely vanished and so of course there is nothing at all resembling an "I am self".  

Buddhism further teaches that when plus and minus again separate from each other, that

is  when  the  "I  am self"  is  again  born.   And  Buddhism teaches  that  when  the  "I  am self"

manifests, at that very instant is when past and future appear.  Conversely we can say that it is

when past and future are manifest that the "I am self" appears.  It’s simply never the case that

past and future manifest but there is no self.  They always come into being together.  

Everybody seems to be taught that their  mother and father were existing before their

birth.  To say that mother and father were existing before you were born, well, I guess we can’t

say that is wrong.   But according to Buddhism we can criticize that way of thinking and call it

an insufficient way of thinking and say further that the correct way of Buddhist thinking is to

clearly understand that mother, father, and child; past, future, and self all appear simultaneously.

But we are not even aware of this fundamental truth that past and future appear right together

with the appearance of the self. And so it is natural, of course, the investigation of the Dharma

activity is difficult for us.  

So for these first three days up through yesterday I have been talking about, on the one
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hand, the manifestation of the perfect self, the complete state that is zero.  And on the other hand,

the manifestation of the imperfect present moment "I am self" who appears together with past

and future to put together with imperfect plus and minus.  Therefore, if it is your purpose to

study Buddhism, somehow or another you have to learn to affirm this way of thinking that sees

that this world is made up of both the plus and minus essential functions.  And all the selves in

this world that make this world their home also have plus and minus as their content.  Buddhism

criticizes teachings that do not march firmly upon this principle of plus and minus and calls them

blind teachings or random haphazard teachings.  

When you go to teach Buddhism, you should start simply and talk about the Dharma

activity because Buddhism simply is the teaching of the Dharma activity. And you should teach

that it is the Dharma activity that forms this world that we all live in and all of us.  Buddhism is

very severe about the way it teaches about plus and minus and says plus and minus inevitably

meet each other. And in fact, it is because plus and minus are always acting in the one shared

home that they do meet each other. 

I think it is fair to say that men and women have absolutely different functions as their

content.  But, inevitably they meet.  Buddhism teaches that the reason they inevitably meet each

other is that they are acting in the one and only world that there is.  It is because they share their

place of action that of course they meet.  When plus and minus meet each other, that situation of

how they met is not fixated.  Without fail, that situation is broken through and plus will enter the

world of minus and plus will experience the world of minus, will catch the world of minus.  And

likewise, minus simultaneously catches the experience of the world of plus.  

If we posit the existence of a human personality on plus and minus, then when they meet

each other, probably they would have a conversation and ask each other, “Where have you come

from?”  They have this conversation because after all they have met each other.  And so the man

will say, “Well, in fact, I have come from my source.”  And the woman will answer, the woman

in fact must answer, “That’s interesting; you know, I have come from my source too.”  Then they

break through each other; they break through the meeting and at once plus is now at the origin of

minus.  And simultaneously, immediately, at once, minus has arrived at the source of plus.  
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I wonder if you can really understand this Dharma function, this breakthrough of plus and

minus?  As I always tell you, plus and minus do not randomly break through each other.  They

always give of themselves when they break through and just as one example, we can say that

plus gives one-hundred-millionth of himself and likewise, minus gives one-hundred-millionth of

herself.  It is through that giving that they can break through each other and then they go on to

arrive at the source of the other.  I know I have told you the same story many many times so

those who have listened many times I would expect that you would understand it quite well.

When you are investigating this activity, we say that the question, the doubt: why does plus end

up arriving at the origin of minus and why does minus end up arriving at the origin of plus?  That

doubt must be investigated thoroughly so that it completely disappears.  

You have to sit zazen and carefully contemplate that it is only after completely, totally

experiencing all of the world of minus that plus arrives at the source of minus.  And likewise, it

is only after minus completely experiences the world of plus that she arrives at the source of

plus.  The reason why this can happen without any bickering, without any conflict or fighting is

because plus and minus are both acting without will.  Tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting will-

lessly.    It is the fundamental nature of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus, to act without

will.  

At this point it is carefully taught that the plus activity is the expanding activity and the

minus activity is the contracting activity.  The plus activity starts at the plus origin and expands

and meets minus and breaks through that meeting and continues to expand until he arrives at the

very origin of contracting.  And simultaneously, the minus activity begins at her origin, meets

plus, keeps contracting until she arrives at the very origin of plus.  This is what you should be

contemplating when you sit over and over again.  

When plus and minus meet each other, probably they will both exclaim, “Ahhh, it is so

good to see you!”  But of course they don’t really say that, they don’t really see anything.  Plus

and minus are simply will-less activities.  But when we people act with will and meet each other

then we think and say, “Ahhh, it’s great to meet!”  But the thing about will is that sometimes it

happens that one person will say, “You know, I really love you.”  But, the other person will say,
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“But you know I really hate you.” And hey, they can’t break through each other.  

But the fundamental functions of plus and minus act will-lessly and the nature of acting

will-lessly in Buddhism is called emptiness.  Plus has the plus emptiness activity and minus has

the minus emptiness activity.   And in Tathagata Zen another way of describing this will-less

activity called emptiness is to simply call it the natural activity, the activity of nature.  The plus

activity had been expanding and then he met minus.  Then he broke through that meeting.  Then

for the first time he is in a world that he had known nothing of before.  That’s what it means to

experience the world of minus.  And minus is the same way.  When she breaks through, then for

the first time she makes the world of plus the place she is acting in and then she finally arrives at

the origin of plus.  

The state in which plus and minus experience each other’s worlds will appear, without

fail, however in this state each has only experienced half of the whole.  The minus has only truly

experienced the plus world, and vice versa.  Neither has experienced the whole.  This is difficult

to understand but you need to contemplate it very carefully so that you understand that neither

has the full complete experience when they have arrived at the origin of each other.  

When plus arrives at the origin of minus, he stands right up on that origin of minus and he

takes  on  the  guise  of  the  minus  activity.   This  is  called  the  state  in  which  plus  appears

transformed into minus.  This is called doing the activity of transforming oneself or disguising

oneself.  And minus is the same way.  When minus arrives at the origin of plus she stops doing

the minus activity and instead transforms herself into doing the plus activity and is standing up

on the origin of plus.  Why do they do this?  Why do they transform into each other, disguise

themselves as the other?  It would take a long time to really explain the fine details of this so

maybe I’ll just leave it at that.   The teaching of Buddhism teaches about the nature of the "I am

self”  in  these  same terms.   Buddhism says  that  if  you are  a  man you simply cannot  fixate

yourself  as a man thinking I am a man, I am plus.  Or, if you a woman, you cannot fixate

yourself thinking I am minus, I am a woman.  You must without a doubt transform into the other

and do the work of the other, do the activity of the other.  This is in contrast to the small vehicle

Hinayana teaching.  This is the Mahayana teaching.  America is advanced in this way.  Within
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American  culture  the  educational  system teaches  that  you cannot  fixate  yourself  as  man  or

woman.  Man must do the woman’s activity and woman must do the male activity.  It seems

quite clear that here in America we have taken up the Buddhist teaching of the equality of men

and women quite well.  But Buddhism says that there are times when men and women are clearly

opposite from each other, clearly distinct from each other and that we also must manifest the self

where man is clearly distinct as man and woman is clearly distinct and different as woman.  

When plus is at the origin of minus and turns around and looks back at his own origin, he

cannot  then  see  his  own  origin.   The  plus  activity  can  see  the  half  of  the  world  that  he

experienced together with minus but the other half of the world is in shadow; he can’t see it.

Minus is in a similar situation.  She has experienced the world of plus and arrived at the source

of plus and transformed into the plus activity and now looks back upon, toward her own origin

but she can’t see it.  She can’t see back to her own hometown.  She can only see the half of the

world that she experienced together with plus.  She can’t see beyond that.  Plus and minus can

see the half of the world that they experience with the other and immediately recognize it as

“Yes, that is my world,” but they cannot see beyond that.  The other half of the world is in

shadow but what they can do is think about it.  

The plus activity can think “In that world that I cannot I think that my origin exists.”  And

likewise, the minus activity thinks “In that world I cannot see, there is my source.”  This is where

you should be able to see the difference between thinking and really knowing.  To clearly know

something and to think something are absolutely different from each other.  It is the nature of the

"I am self" to when it has a thought, needs to put that thought into practice exactly in order to

completely believe that thought, in order to completely be convinced of that thought.  

So the plus activity now transformed and doing the contracting minus activity thinks, “I

think that my origin exists back there but in order to really know it, I must do the activity just as I

had  thought,”  and  he  begins  to  contract.  And  likewise,  the  minus  activity  now  doing  the

expanding activity begins to expand in order to really know, just as she had thought, and then

they meet.  But what do you think happens when plus and minus meet each other here?  What’s

there?   Right  there is  that  existence  that  is  comprised of one hundred-millionth  of  plus  and
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minus.  This existence, that is comprised of one hundred-millionth of plus and minus, was given

birth to by the Dharma activity and therefore we can call it the Dharma child.  

And when the  activities  of  plus  and minus  who are  now transformed  and doing the

opposite activities meet this Dharma child, the plus activity who is now doing minus, takes up

the plus part of that child. And the minus activity now doing plus, takes up the minus part of that

child.  And they then can return, finally, back to their own sources.  Plus and minus both must

transform and do the activity of the other and then do the activity of returning, of going home.  It

is only through doing those activities that they can finally arrive back at their sources.  

The way Tathagata Zen teaches about this, in a very simple way, is to say that when plus

and minus both simultaneously have gotten back to their own sources, it is then for the first time,

the true wisdom arises.  The clear realization arises that I am holding this one and only world

that there is together with you.  You and I are holding this one world together.  In this practice

called Tathagata Zen, when you sit zazen this is what you should contemplate.   You should

contemplate the activities of expanding and contracting.  And you should contemplate clearly

that  it  is  through  expanding  and  contracting  making  relationship  with  each  other  that  the

imperfect "I am self" is born.  

And then when those same activities of expanding and contracting do their activity of

returning, then the "I am self" is made to vanish.  And so, that is why we warn you very sternly

never to do zazen with a flat way of contemplating or thinking.  You always must contemplate

while you do zazen in a way that clearly sees that both expanding and contracting are always

acting in a sphere together.  But although I tell you that over and over again, it seems really

difficult for you to do it.   Because I guess you have been taught so many things in a flat way of

thinking, in a two dimensional way of thinking, that it seems so difficult for you to really grasp

that you are living in a spherical world and that you yourself are manifesting a sphere.  

And so, because the spherical way of contemplating is so difficult, we offer you another

problem and say, “So, what about if you were to try to contemplate the nature of the self in a flat

way; how would you contemplate this activity in a two dimensional way?”  I think that’s what I

talked  about  yesterday  and  that’s  the  part  that  I  got  up  to  by  the  end  of  yesterday’s  talk.
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Yesterday I spoke a little bit in this way that you can project this idea on to a two dimensional

world. And you can understand that when the "I am self" is born, when the self appears, then an

other appears, and in fact not just one other but two others, the person of the past world and the

person of the future world.  Both appear simultaneously with the appearance of the self, and I

spoke about that in terms of the idea of distance. 

But the bell rang and so I should probably stop. And I used today because not so many

people came to listen, to review what I had been speaking about up until yesterday so you would

be clear about it.

終

The end.
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